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WILEY & PUTNAM'S

LIBRARY OF AMERICAN BOOKS.

JUST READY.

JOURNAL OF AN AFRIOAfJ CRUIZER.

louRNAL. OF AN AFRICAN Cruizer ; Comprising Sketches of the Canarioa,

the Cape de Verdes, Liberia, Madeira, Sierra Leone, and other places ol

interest on the West Coast of Africa. By an Officer of the U. S. Navy.

Edited by Nathaxiel Hawthorne. 1 Vol. beautifully printed, in

large clear type» on fine paper, 50 cts.

" This is the title of a book just issued by Wiley and Putnam, as No. i

of their proposed Library of American Books, a series intended to

embrace original works of merit and interest from the pens of American
authors. The design can scarcely fail to be successful. We have a firm

faith that books well worth reading,—as well worth it as English books of

the same class,—can be produced in this country ; and such books, and
such only, we presume Messrs. Wiley & Putnam intend to publish in their

series. This first number is well worthy its place. It is the jourual of an
officer on board an American cruiser on the coast of Africa,—and relates to

a field hitherto almost entirely unnoticed by travelling authors. It is writ-

ten in a plain, straight-forward, unambitious style, and evinces a very keen
talent for observation and sound judgment and enlightened discrimination.

The book is edited by Nathaniel Hawthorne, one of the most gifted

writers in this country, whose works we trust will find a place in this se-

ries. The volume is very handsomely printed, and sold at fifty cents."

—

•AT. V. Courier.

** This is a pleasantly written Journal of a cruise to the western coast of

Africa, and embodies a good amount of valuable information. The author

Hpent some time at Liberia, and gives quite a flattering account of the colo-

ny. We like the spirit of the work, and especially admire the simplicity

and grace of its style."—JV*. F. Evangelist.

" Thia series promises to be interesting It is an attempt to get valua-

ble original works, by American authors, into wide circulation, by publish-

ing them in a form at once elegant and cheap. We particularly recom-
mend this to all Colonizationists and Abolitionists, as containing much new
iiiformation on subjects in which they are particularly interested. And as

an account of countries and people but little known to the civilized world,

it contains matter for all readers who are curious students of the varieties

of human nature and natural scenery."

—

Boston Courier.

" This interesting work supplies us with vigorously written sketches of

tho settlements and people of the west coast of Africa, and especialLjr


